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Initially Kurt Baer worked in the furnishing industry 
where he designed technically innovative furniture 
for the Swiss furniture company De Sede. Further-
more he has been a Hi-Fi enthusiast with heart and 
soul for more than 40 years. Especially the analogous 
technology inspired him a lot. Therefore he often ex-
changed some components and was delighted with 
each sound improvement. During his studies and by 
doing several tests he found out that some technical 
details can be changed in such a way that the quality 
of the whole product could be improved. To find out 
whether his ideas really increase the sound quality 
Kurt Baer constructed a turntable accordingly to his 
own plans. The outcome was overwhelming becau-
se the sound quality was remarkably higher. After-
wards he even designed and constructed a complete 
record player in his artist’s workshop. However Kurt 
Baer still tried to improve the sound quality by doing 
test with a SME tonearm.

In 2011 Kurt Baer met Dieter Albisser, the proprietor 
of the Jetmax precision engineering company. Dieter 
Albisser is a skilled precision engineer and has seve-
ral years of experience in aircraft manufacturing and 
maintenance. In his company he produces precise 
items for machine engineering and develops compo-
nents for the propulsion of unmanned airplanes.
 
Thus the combination of a man full of creative ideas 
and a man full of experience in construction yielded 
a totally innovative record player which was develo-
ped in 2013. Five prototypes were constructed which 
were sold out rapidly and for which Kurt Baer gained 
a lot of compliments. The record player was shown 
to the public for the first time at the High-End ex-
hibition in 2015 in Munich. The expert audience was 
highly interested and therefore Kurt Baer and Dieter 
Albisser finally decided to bring their record player 
on the market. However they soon encountered a 
new challenge by constructing their own tonearm. 
In autumn 2015 the brand De Baer was founded. 
Furthermore many small details of the record play-
er were improved and five more components (inclu-

ding the tonearm) were constructed. Finally the re-
cord player was ready to be produced in series and 
therefore the precious De Baer record players are 
produced in batch size of 10 players by the Jetmax 
company. Dieter Albisser produces the components 
in high precision and Kurt Baer does the assembling 
and quality control.
 
 
« We are very proud of our product, as its details 

turn our effort into an amazing sound
 experience! »

Kurt Baer is the designer and has constantly new 
ideas which will be realized step by step. Therefore 
a drive for a 12 inch tonearm is in process. Further-
more also a battery power supply is in preparation 
and currently an innovative center weight has been 
designed. It is not about a simple weight. Inside the 
main body there are built-in brass-weights which are 
plunged in silicone oil and therefore are able to buf-
fer oscillation.

About 







 A De Baer record player differs in many points from 
conventional record players: The bearing for the 
platter and the base for the tonearm are connected 
with the chassis through hardened steel balls. This 
results in maximum stiffness with minimal contact 
area, thus an excellent decoupling is guaranteed. 
What is usually fitted on one single basis, is distri-
buted over 5 planes in the De Baer record player. The 
bearing for the platter is a journal bearing with hig-
hest precision. Two magnets operate axially which 
results in a floating turntable. Two hard chrome 
plated running surfaces undertake the guidance ra-
dially. The bearing bushings are made out of porous 
sinter material with less than 0.01 mm clearance.
The bearing housing is filled with oil in order to gua-

rantee lifetime lubrication.The tonearm is mounted 
with magnets and high precision ball bearings. The 
preloaded carbon tubes counteract the oscillation 
of the pickup.The VTA is a complex construction 
with analogous gauge of the position of the height 
which allows the adjustment during play-back.
The design hides the amount of installed compo-
nents. A whole drive consists of 138 fabricated com-
ponents.

 Decoupling
The main design feature of the De Baer Saphir turn-
table is the strict decoupling of all relevant chassis 
parts. Ideally there should be no or minimal inter-
action between the turntable and the tonearm. The 

decoupling system is based on the approach of mi-
nimal contact. This is achieved with an assembly of 
steel balls which provide minimal contact surface 
(ideally a singular point). The turntable bearing as 
well as the tonearm base are each mounted on an 
aluminium base and then braced in an aluminium 
frame using the unique minimal contact decoupling 
system. The frames themselves again are mounted 
to the main chassis with the Saphir’s unique decou-
pling system.

Turntable bearing
The turntable bearing is an extremely complex cons-
truction. The axle gets finished with hard chrome 
plating before it undergoes a ultra-precise grinding 

Technical Details Saphir Turntable



process which is usually found only in high-rpm tur-
bine applications. Only very few companies world-
wide master the required precision of this finishing 
process. This ultra-precise axle runs in hydrostatic 
bearing for minimal friction losses. In order to omit 
fluid leakage during transport the bearing system 
can be hermetically sealed.

Platter design
The platter consists of two parts. The lower platter 
is connected to the turntable bearing. The upper 
platter is mounted to the lower platter using again 
Saphir’s unique, steel ball based, decoupling system. 
The upper platter is therefore completely decoupled 
from the turntable bearing. This ensures that no mi-

cro-vibration can be transmitted to the record. The 
upper and lower platters are both made from POM, 
a technical plastic with ideal properties for this ap-
plication.The tremendous effort for decoupling all 
relevant parts from the mains chassis and from each 
other is absolutely key for a state of the art repro-
duction of music. The reproduction is very dense and 
powerful while it gets relaxed at the same time. The 
sound stage gets deep and wide, close to hologra-
phic.
 
Motor
The Sahpir is equipped with a highend, ironless 
DC-motor. For speed monitoring the motor uses 
a puls generator which measures the speed up to 

1000 times per motor revolution. This ensures a very 
smooth and sensitive motor regulation and perfect 
synchronization.
 
Design
The minimalistic and simple looking design of the 
Saphir does not highlight the enormous technical 
effort taken to push the sonic performance to the 
max. All the technologies required to achieve this 
goal are not end to itself and therefore do not need 
to be flourished with. The only thing that counts in 
the end is the beauty of the music the Saphire is able 
to reproduce.







The ONYX tonearm is a product of exquisite de-
sign. Its technology enables the elimination of re-
sonance yet provides high stability to a minimum 
of weight.
 
Included in the package
tonearm without pickup
settingtooltemplatemanual

All parts produced and assembled in Switzerland
 

Product Details
 Three preloaded carbon rods eliminate resonance 
with maximal stability and minimal weight
The design enables a channel separated cable duct
Anti-Skating on a magnetical base
Headshell adjustable
Lift height adjustable
Counterweight adjustable
Chinch connectors (Optional: SME 5-pole)

 

The tonearm Onyx is a symbiosis of enormous 
strength and lightness. The horizontal and verti-
cal bearings are both achieved by a self-centering, 
low friction design. The tonearm consists of 3 fine 
carbon rods which are pre-tensioned like an arrow 
bow. The anti-skating works with magnet force.
Optionally the Onyx tonearm can be equipped with 
a VAT adjustment system which allows fine tuning 
the VAT during playback of the record. The VAT off-
set can easily be read from a high precise analog 
display. The Onyx tonearm is available with chinch 
connectors or SME plug.

Technical Details Onyx Tonearm
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MICHAEL REINHARD AUDIO GMBH
8038 Zurich
www.listensoulution.com

USA / Canada
MUSICAL ARTISANS Inc.
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Hong Kong / China
WISESOUND HIGHEND AUDIO
Hong Kong
www.wisesound.com

Australia
EPIPHANY AUDIO
www.epiphany.audio
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